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UM PSYCHOLOGY PROFESSOR EXAMINES THE EFFECT
OF TV ADS ON CHILDREN'S EATING HABITS
By Lisa Walser, UM Publications and Media Relations
MISSOULA—
On the average, a four-year-old child watches over 29 hours of television
a week and sees over 22,000 commercials a year.
commercials -

11,000 of them -

Approximately half of those

advertise foods that are low in nutrition.

What effect will those ads have on your child's eating habits?
Balfour Jeffrey, University of Montana associate professor of psychology,
is looking for the answer to that question.

He cites the above facts when explaining

his research on television commercials and how they affect what children eat.
Last September, Jeffrey received $194,000 in grants from the National Science
Foundation and the National Institutes of Health to conduct his research.

The grants

are for a three-year period and the money will pay for equipment, graduate student
stipends and other research costs.
There are three main objectives of the study, Jeffrey explained.

"First, we

will conduct basic research on the eating patterns of children; second, we will
study the specific effects of television advertisements for foods both high and low
in nutrition; and third, we will publish and disseminate the results of this research
program"
The December 1980 issue of

Psychology Today,

a national magazine, has an

art!cle on some of the early findings of a study conducted by Jeffrey and Daniel
Fox, Huntington. W.Va., a graduate student in psychology.
(over)

Balfour Jeffrey -- add one

Most of Jeffrey's behavioral research is conducted in a research trailer that
has been specially constructed for these studies.

Inside is a control room, a

one-way mirror for observation, a color video cassette recorder, a refrigerator,
two rooms for experiments and other equipment.

The trailer enables him to take

his lab to the children's schools.
With

the permission of teachers, parents and the children, Jeffrey and his

UM student assistants park outside a Missoula school in their trailer/laboratory
and study the children's eating behavior.

Jeffrey said the children really enjoy

coming to the trailer to participate in the taste test and watch TV.
In one experiment, he said, the children are presented with a variety of foods
that are either low

or high in nutrition, and then are left alone for eight minutes

to eat whatever and as much as they want.
to observe their behavior.

The one-way mirror allows the researchers

Afterward, all the food and beverages are measured in

grams or milliliters to determine exactly what and how much has been consumed.
The next week, the same group of children are asked to participate again;
however, this time they watch some television before tasting the foods.

A video

cassette is shown of a pre-recorded children's program, including the advertisements.
After watching, the children are given the same selection of foods from the previous
week and again Jeffrey and his assistants measure the foods that are left and a
comparision is made with the previous week.
The children also are asked questions about their television habits such as
how much they watch and which programs.
In addition to testing the effects of regular television commercials, Jeffrey
is about to begin testing the reactions of children to commercials and programs that
promote good nutrition such as public service advertisements, "Sesame Street" and
Captain Kangaroo's "Mr. Slimbody."
(more)

Balfour Jeffrey— add two
Some preliminary results of Jeffrey's work have shown that commercial television
advertisements selling foods low in nutrition affect the consumption of foods but
not the attitudes of children to these foods.

He has found also that there is no

difference in the consumption habits between four- and eight-year-old boys, but
that older children know more about nutrition.
Some have suggested that children's eating habits could be easily controlled
by the parent because the parent does the shopping and preparing of meals.

Jeffrey

pointed out that the research literature shows when the parent and child were
observed in the supermarket, that the child often requests and receives the types
of food he/she has seen on TV.

The children use common influence techniques

such as whining, crying, kicking and yelling when they don't get their way.
Jeffrey's interest in this research is not only for scientific purposes.
He and his wife, Rashel, are the parents of two children, Tommy, 22 months old,
and Erica, four years old.

"If you consider that by the time your child graduates

from high school he/she has spent more time watching TV than any other activity
except sleeping--that means more time than even being with the parents— then you
have to wonder what kind of effect that is going to have on your child," Jeffrey
says.
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